
                                 Ann’s Creative Corner 

Project #104 Grizzly Bear 

- Find a Grizzle Bear face mask shape on the internet or try to copy the below one. 

- Glue the copy onto a piece of construction paper or poster board to make it strong. 

- Add a piece of scotch tape or masking tape to each side where you will punch a hole 

with a hole puncher. (this will secure it from tearing) 

- Thread some ribbon or elastic through the holes for securing the mask onto the child 

head. Be careful of elastic as you should always supervise it so the child does not get it 

caught on something and injured. Velcro would be best for securing any type of mask 

attachment as it will open easily and not get caught on anything. 

- Once mask is secure, adult can cut the eye holes out. 

- Next the children can colour and glue string, wool or cotton onto the mask to complete 

it as they like. 

Activity Song: Going on a Bear Hunt 

- Tap your knees and chant: 

- Going on a Bear, Going on a bear hunt, but I’m not afraid. 

- Oh Look! I see a tree! Can’t go around it, Can’t go under it, so we have to go up it! Down 

it (make actions) 

- Taps your knees again and chant Can’t go ………………. Etc. 

- Going on a Bear Hunt……… Repeat, But I’m not Afraid ……..Repeat 

- Oh Look! I see a Stream, (swim, swim, swim) Tap again and chant 

-  Oh Look! I see some Grass (Swish, Swish, Swish) Tap again and chant 

- Oh Look! I see a Cave! I see two eyes, a nose, ears, teeth 

- Oh no run!!!. Get inside and into bed. Cover up.  

- Whew! I’m not going on a bear hunt again! 

 

                                                         


